Two changes were made to \texttt{Redmine::WikiFormatting.register} which are not yet reflected in the shortcut method provided by the plugin API (\texttt{Redmine::Plugin\#wiki_format_provider}, source:/trunk/lib/redmine/plugin.rb@14359#L365). The changes were integrated via the following two changesets:
- r12450 (version:2.5.0): added option for formatter label
- r14313 (version:3.1.0): addition of (HTML) parser argument and addition of default \texttt{Formatter}, \texttt{Helper}, \texttt{HtmlParser} names.

Please update the API to match the current signature of \texttt{Redmine::WikiFormatting.register}.

Associated revisions

Revision 14363 - 2015-06-21 18:29 - Jean-Philippe Lang

Updates \#wiki_format_provider plugin API with changes to wiki formatting (#20141).

History

#1 - 2015-06-21 18:30 - Jean-Philippe Lang

- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Jean-Philippe Lang
- Resolution set to Fixed

Fixed in r14363, thanks for pointing this out.